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The Four Types of Writing: Expository, Persuasive, Narrative, and Descriptive
Expository Essays
Definition: The expository essay is a genre of essay that requires the student to investigate an idea,
evaluate evidence, expound on the idea, and set forth an argument concerning that idea in a clear
and concise manner.1
To write a good essay, you need to start with an outstanding topic. And for that, you must spend
some time exploring some great topic ideas.
Check out the list of topics given below for creating a good expository essay.
Interesting Expository Essay Topics For Your Next Paper
Expository Essay Topics for Middle School











How was your first day at school?
Describe your favorite vacation place
Describe your first work experience and what knowledge you gained during it
Explain how growing up with a sibling influenced your personality
Describe living a life with a pet
Define the meaning of true friendship
Describe your favorite hobby
Explain how your favorite teacher helped you become a better person.
Who was your first teacher?
What is your favorite school subject?

Expository Essay Topics for High School Students











What is an acceptable level of sadness?
Can dogs smell fear?
Is it important to read the book before watching the movie?
Do aliens exist?
Do people really change with time?
How big is the universe?
How can we develop our imagination?
How can one measure happiness?
Consequences of having a job while in high school
Describe your first day at school

Expository Essay Topics for College



1

The positive and negative effects of the Internet
Steps to saving the planet
List of things to make people happy

Purdue Online Writing Lab; What is an Expository Essay?
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How to deal with financial problems?
How to admire a particular person?
Describe the advancement in communication over the last 20 years
Describe the benefits of social media
What book would you like to read, and why?
How to deal with bullying in school?
Is expressing your emotions helpful?

Expository Essay About Music











Explain the effects of music on your life
What’s your favorite music album, and why?
What music genre do you like?
Would you like to be a musician?
Which music genre is better: jazz or pop?
How to become a musician?
How to launch a music album
What effect does music have on people's minds?
Why do youngsters like rock music more than any other music genre
Why do people listen to sad songs in depressing situations?

Easy Expository Essay Topic











Difference between psychology and psychiatry?
Is bibliophobia considered as a mental disorder?
Differences between the right and left halves of the brain
Define the significance of technical progress in US history
Effect of newspaper invention
Describe the period of the Great Depression in the United States
Describe the change of communication in the Era of Technology
How are humans searching for extraterrestrial life?
Are heroic people mentally healthy?
Discuss the stages of personality development

Interesting Expository Essay Topic











Why do people need to continue space exploration?
Discuss the importance of mental health
Explain the consequences of World War II
How social media is affecting the course of studies
Latest developments in the study of the human brain
How to avoid depression?
Why is the basic knowledge of IT important nowadays?
Discuss how to cure a cold fast
A recent study of black holes
Effects of the French Revolution
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Good Expository Essay Topics












Latest developments in the study to cure cancer
Why is there a startling increase in people with allergies?
Define the precursors of the Civil War
Discuss the dangers of military activities in Eastern Asia
Can one treat mental disorders oneself?
Factors that contribute to depression
Reasons people must use solar energy
Discuss the long-term effects of global warming
The role of astronomy in ancient Greece
Describe the invention of the first newspaper
Analyze the effects of Queen Victoria’s reign

Best Expository Essay Topic











What is your dream about the future?
Describe your first memory.
What would you do if you could live forever?
Describe what it is like to live with a pet
Define the meaning of life to you
Describe the hobby you enjoy doing.
Describe the next great invention
Why do people forget things?
How is electronic music made?
What are the types of schizophrenia?

Controversial Expository Essays











Importance of negotiations during military operations
Explain why some countries implement Communism
Art practices in treating mental disorders
Nationwide prohibition of the 1920s: causes and effects
Discuss the key aspects of the political activity of John Kennedy.
What makes a good psychotherapist?
How does the IQ score reflect the mental capacity of a person?
Psychological causes of racism
Discuss the dangers of military activities in Eastern Asia
The Crusaders: villains or heroes?

Expository Essay About Education





Is Homework important? Explain why
Why is teaching considered a noble profession?
Benefits of learning foreign languages
Online schooling vs. traditional schooling
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Higher education and its impacts on future career
What impact education has on people's mind
How literate people are different from illiterate people
Why is a higher degree important for getting good jobs?
How to write a compare and contrast essay?
How to choose a topic for a cause and effect essay?

Expository Essay Topics on Social Issues

















Why do children lie?
Difference between fat and overweight
Why do people commit suicide?
Causes of global warming
What is wrong with our species
How to take care of yourself?
Are we money hungry?
How to talk to mentally exhausted people?
What is the connection between being hungry and being lonely?
Cost of living on the moon
Hobbies for teenagers to avoid
What do you think about double standards?
Gender inequality at work
Reasons for the rise in teenage pregnancy rate
Consequences of dropping out of college
Tolerance in a workplace is crucial; why?

Funny Expository Essay Topics











Why do children lie?
What is wrong with our species
Are we money hungry?
What is the connection between being hungry and being lonely?
Cost of living on the moon
What do you think about double standards?
Effects of not voting in the elections
How to take care of yourself?
Discuss memory work in a human brain
Does technology affect relationships?

Once you have the topic idea, the next step is to write the essay. Here are some amazing tips that
can help you improve your writing style and write a flawless essay:





The first thing that you need to do is to define the structure of your essay.
Come up with an informative hypothesis
Find evidence from credible sources to support your main idea
Present strong arguments to back up your hypothesis
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Read expository essay examples; they will help you organize your information.
Demonstrate a selected paper topic in a way that makes sense and logic.
The essay outline is very important. The expository essay outline contains an introduction,
body, and conclusion.
o The essay starts with an effective introduction, providing an informative thesis
statement.
o Provide substantial evidence to describe and illustrate your topic
o End with an instructive conclusion.
Organize it accurately and write it in proper order
Proofread, Revise, and edit. Enlist other’s help to make your essay flawless.
Persuasive Essays

Definition: WHAT IS AN ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAY?
The argumentative essay is a genre of writing that requires the student to investigate a topic; collect,
generate, and evaluate evidence; and establish a position on the topic in a concise manner.
Please note: Some confusion may occur between the argumentative essay and the expository essay.
These two genres are similar, but the argumentative essay differs from the expository essay in the
amount of pre-writing (invention) and research involved. The argumentative essay is commonly
assigned as a capstone or final project in first year writing or advanced composition courses and
involves lengthy, detailed research. Expository essays involve less research and are shorter in length.
Expository essays are often used for in-class writing exercises or tests, such as the GED or GRE.2
What is a persuasive/argument essay? Persuasive writing, also known as the argument essay, uses
logic and reason to show that one idea is more legitimate than another. It attempts to persuade a
reader to adopt a certain point of view or to take a particular action.3
75 Persuasive Essay Topic Ideas
Political persuasive essay topics
They say that you should never talk about politics or religion because it's not polite. But in a
persuasive essay, that rule is completely extinguished. Politics and religion are hotbed subjects for a
reason—because so many people have radically different ideas of how a society and a country should
operate. What side of these political persuasive topics are you on? Take a stab at one of these and
the paper will likely fly out onto the keyboard.






2
3

Should protesters be allowed to block traffic? Do they pose a threat to public safety?
Why should you vote?
Should same-sex marriage be legal?
What is your opinion on protecting religious liberties?
What is your opinion on separating church and state?
Why has the country become so divided politically over the past few years? Can it be fixed?

Purdue Online Writing Lab: What are Argumentative Essays?
Valencia College: Elements of Persuasive/Argument Papers
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Many industries (like coal and manufacturing) are tough to find a job in and many Americans
are out of work. How should we solve this problem?
Should citizens under 18 be able to vote?
Should a National Voter ID law be passed to avoid voter fraud?
What does the phrase "fake news" mean?
Local newspapers are dwindling. What should be done, if anything, about this problem?
Should local municipalities do more to combat global warming? If so, how?
How should we reduce the threat of terrorism in the United States?
Females have traditionally lower participation in politics. Why do you think that is?
Some people say that the top 1% of earners don't pay enough taxes. How do you feel about
this?
Will a huge wall on the southern border with Mexico solve the United States' immigration
problem?
How should we solve the United States' immigration problem?
The voter turnout for the 2016 presidential election was less than 60%, which is much lower
than in other democratic societies (the U.S.A. isn’t supposed to be a democracy, IT IS
SUPPOSED TO BE A REPUBLIC!!). Why do you think this is and what can be done about it (or
should anything be done about it)?
Millennials are graduating college with a lot of student loan debt. What should be done to
avoid a debt crisis?
Many say that minimum wage jobs are low skill and the workers in them shouldn't be
compensated more for their work, but others claim that a minimum wage job isn't enough
money to live off of. Which side do you land on?
What do you think of celebrities who are vocal about environmental issues but who
frequently fly on private, and not commercial, jets?

Crime and legal persuasive essay topics
Crime in any society is an unfortunate inevitability. Why does crime happen and what should be
done about it? These are just a few of the things to explore in these crime/legal persuasive essay
topics.












What should we do about a city with a high crime rate like Chicago?
Should guns be allowed on college campuses?
Should gun laws be more restrictive?
Do we have a right to privacy?
Trends have shown that many recent terrorists have been convicted or accused of domestic
violence. What should be done and how do you feel about this?
Should we have the death penalty? If so, when should it be used?
Many prisoners are incarcerated for minor drug charges (such as possession of drugs or drug
paraphernalia). Should we try to rehabilitate these prisoners or should they serve their full
sentences?
Colorado has legalized marijuana for recreational purposes. What is your opinion of this?
Do you think marijuana is a gateway drug which leads some users to harder drugs?
Can criminals be rehabilitated?
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Many prisoners who enter the system are likely to have a high recurrence of criminal activity.
What can be done to solve this?
Many people are starting to use drones for recreational activity. Should there be restrictions
on where and how you can use your personal drone?
Self-driving cars are expected to become increasingly used on city roads. If a self-driving car
gets into an accident, whose fault is it? The engineer's?

Health persuasive essay topics
Health is something that we all have to worry about. Whether it's our own health or the health of a
loved one, there are many things to think about and research on. What's your opinion on the
healthcare system in our country? Should we treat drug addiction like a disease? How should we
handle end-of-life care? Try out one of these essay topics to research and gain insight on some of the
biggest challenges and questions that our society faces when it comes to health.












Opioid addiction is at an all-time high in states like Ohio. What should we do to combat this?
Should healthcare be universal?
How do you feel about paternity leave?
Should women get guaranteed maternity leave?
The state of California requires that you display nutrition facts about menu items in
restaurants. Should all states do this?
Should fast food be "sin taxed" like cigarettes are?
There is an effort to repeal and replace the Affordable Care Act. Should we do this or not? If
we should, what improvements can be made to a replacement act?
Many soldiers are coming back from warfare with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. What
should we do to help them?
Many Americans are overweight. What has caused this health crisis and what can be done
about it?
Should vitamins and supplements be more tightly regulated?
Should health insurance companies provide more financial incentives for subscribers to work
out and eat more healthfully?

Women's and gender persuasive essay topics
Are there inherent differences between men and women or is that just a societal myth? Women
have gained a lot more rights over the last 100 years in America, but some say they still have a long
way to go before they achieve equal rights. How do you feel about this and other women's and
gender issues? Explore the following fascinating topics.





Women have what is known as the "second shift" (meaning that as soon as they get home
from work they have additional responsibilities that require their attention immediately).
What do you think about this concept and should anything be done about it?
There are many women's rights and minority rights advocates. Should there be men's rights
advocacy groups? What about Caucasian advocacy groups?
Some people say that gender is a socially constructed norm. What do you think?
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Women who participate in body building competitions are trying to build the "ideal" figure,
which some claim is an outdated, sexist idea. But some argue that building muscles is
considered a sport and a traditionally "masculine" idea. Which side do you agree with?
Some people think that beauty pageants are outdated and anti-feminist and shouldn't be
televised anymore. How do you feel?
New wave feminism is the idea that feminism can encompass many different ideas of what it
is to be a feminist. It's the idea that you can have choices (whether that's staying at home
with children or trying to be a CEO). How do you feel about new wave feminism?

Miscellaneous persuasive essay topics
Of course, there are more categories of essay topics than what are listed above. Here are some
additional essay topics if you haven't found one yet that captures your interest.










Does social media improve or hurt our society?
Is it important or frivolous to travel the world?
Many Americans watch a lot of reality TV shows. Why do you think this is?
With many people reading digital copies of books, are libraries necessary anymore?
Should anything be done to curb the rise in offensive lyrics in music?
Should pregnant women be allowed to park in handicapped parking spots?
Recent studies have shown that pets improve the mental and the physical health of their
owners. Should pet-related expenses be tax-deductible?
What do you think about net neutrality?
With the rise in selfies and Instagram photo filtering apps, do you think we have become a
more self-obsessed society?
Narrative Essays

Definition: WHAT IS A NARRATIVE ESSAY?
When writing a narrative essay, one might think of it as telling a story. These essays are often
anecdotal, experiential, and personal—allowing students to express themselves in a creative and,
quite often, moving ways.4
Narrative Essay Definition and Types of Essay
We have a few words about the narrative definition before we move on – a narrative paper is a type
of academic assignment that tells a story about the writer’s personal experience while making a
point. The goal is not just to share an entertaining story. Narrative essays rely on settings, character
growth, dialogue, conflicts & resolutions, and turning points.
The other purpose of such writing is to stress reasons for sharing the episode and the significance of
the experience provided. Unlike the heavily-structured persuasive essay, the narrative essay is more
free-form. Every narrative has a beginning, middle, and end.5
Narrative Essay Topic Ideas
4
5

Purdue Online Writing Lab: What is a Narrative Essay?
Essaypro.com: Essay Topics
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Experience Is a Teacher
Grab a pen and paper and jot down experiences that spring to mind. Your experience could be
something negative that eventually turns out to be positive or vice-versa. The most intriguing part of
a negative experience is how you handled it and, hopefully, came out on top. Give your reader a
setting to help them feel like they’re a part of your story and experience this moment of change with
you.






Fear is a sincere and relatable emotion. Describe the moment you overcame your biggest
concern.
Heroism takes bravery… or stupidity in different situations. Write about your experience of
courage.
Nobody is perfect and everybody makes mistakes. Talk about a mistake you’ve made and the
lessons you’ve learned.
When life gets too boring, it’s always good to get out of your comfort zone. Share memories
of the time you’ve experienced something new.
First work experiences teach responsibility and give students a glimpse into adulthood. Write
about your first work experience.

Personal Narrative Essay Topics
A personal narrative essay is about your personal experience. It needs to have an emotional effect on
the reader. In order to do so, the picture you are creating (with words) has to be vivid and appeal to
the reader’s emotions. Using a lot of details is a great way to achieve this goal. Some personal
narrative topics include:




















A teacher you will never forget
An experience that put you in danger
A funny story that happened to you
A story from your childhood
Your first trip abroad
An episode from your school life
A story of losing a friend
A story of learning a new skill (like playing a musical instrument or surfing)
An embarrassing story that happened to you
A story of you participating in an extracurricular activity, such as playing football or doing
gymnastics
An experience attending a concert or sporting event
A story of you helping people in need
A time when you discovered a secret
Talk about a family member who you are bonded to the most
Talk about a class you have taken that was inspirational
A moment when you felt alone and scared
A story when you got lost
The time when you saved someone
The first time you cooked a meal by yourself
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40 Best Narrative Essay Topics
Narrative essays aim for the reader to see exactly what the writer has been through. Since you
cannot show your readers a picture, you need to create one with words. Make sure you pick
something that you remember well—as providing all of the details for the reader is essential.







































Your favorite vacation with your family
A trip you will never forget
A time you made friends in an unusual circumstance
Your first day at a new school
Talk about something that scared you a lot
Your most enjoyable Christmas
The best birthday party you’ve ever had
A life lesson you have learned
A time someone you did not expect helped you
Talk about the best day of your life
A tragic event in your life
The story of how you got your first pet
Your best friend and how you met
A story of how you lost something
Talk about helping someone in need
A story of how you dealt with a natural disaster
A time you were called to the dean’s office
A story of you going to a summer camp
Your first time riding a bicycle
A moment when you felt depressed
A time when you had a serious argument with someone
A story of someone treating you unfairly
Your first time skiing
Helping a stranger
A time when you faced racial prejudice
A time you misjudged someone and felt ashamed
The most memorable day at the beach
The best present you have ever received
A story of you getting injured
Your first time driving
Ending a relationship
Starting a relationship
Your first plane trip and the experience of flying
Meeting a stranger
A story from a trip
A time you were punished
A time when you discovered the truth about someone
Learning a life lesson
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Getting in a car accident
Your favorite time hiking

Cultural Narrative Essay Topics
Cultural narrative essays allow you to show an aspect of culture to the reader yet make it informative
and entertaining. Culture is a very vast and complicated system, therefore avoid touching upon
several aspects at one time in the same story. Cultural narratives are great discussion starters as
people get to ask questions about culture and explain what kind of prejudice they might have
towards a culture or certain aspects of that culture. Here are some examples of cultural narrative
essays:











Unique family traditions
A tradition that surprised you
Your favorite holiday and how you celebrate it in your culture
Why knowing your culture is important
A time when you felt embarrassed because you did not know a certain aspect of a group of
people’s culture
How culture changes upon circumstances
The influence of media on culture
Food traditions in your family
How culture defines a person
Your cultural identity

Narrative Argument Essay Topics
A narrative argument essay examines something that has intrigued you or has had a big impact on
your life—through the form of a story. It also needs to include a point that has come from your
narrative that is persuasive or argumentative. Your story acts as your argument and an example with
which you persuade the reader.













A time you had a disagreement with a friend
A story of you having a conflict
A time you had to deal with bullying
Someone committing suicide
The day you graduated from high school
A time someone got caught cheating
A time in which your doctor perceived to be, or was, negligent
A car accident you were in
A time when you were humiliated
An act of charity you undertook
A problem you helped a friend with
A time someone got beat up at the school

Interesting Narrative Essay Topics
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Looking for a topic with a twist? Look no further. Here are some unusual and great topics for your
narrative essay
















A tough decision you had to make
A person that changed your life forever
A time when you flooded your neighbor’s apartment
A day that you wish to relive
A time when you failed a class
The scariest moment of your life
A time you got very sick
The time you saved someone’s life
The time you ventured into a haunted house
The time you won a prize
Your first job
The time you got a flat tire
The things you do in your alone time
The first time you were in the emergency room
Your first encounter with the police

Childhood Memories
Take a trip down memory lane to your sincere and younger years and find a crazy story to share. If
you have a setting, an idea, but no story, you can always make one up. Make it convincing, and
people will think that your life is fascinating! Write about a childhood experience that showed the
importance of teamwork.





Remember when parties didn’t need alcohol to be fun? Recall the craziest party from your
childhood.
Write about your first experience of physical or emotional pain. How did you overcome it?
Kids often have role models who are like superheroes in their eyes (from Hollywood actors to
rock band players). Who was your role model and why?
Write about a dream you remember from your childhood.

Growing Up in High School
Everyone is nostalgic for their school years in one way or another. It is a time of knowledge,
development, and growth—or skipping classes and looking for trouble. Find something exciting from
your high school experience and turn it into a narrative essay.






The school was mostly dull, but some classes didn’t feel that way. Focus on a school subject
that you cared about.
Depict an experience of humiliation, whether it was yours or someone else's. How did people
react and what did you learn?
Hobbies (football, guitar, gaming, traveling) are what you looked forward to when you
completed your homework. What was your after-school hobby?
Describe your best friend from high school and how you’ve both changed since growing up.
Write about your greatest school achievement.
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Personal Narrative Essay Topics
Relationships start with family. As a person grows, their relationship with their family extends to
their friendships, romantic interests, business relationships, and far beyond. Explore the vices and
virtues of the people you’ve met.






People change; some stay together, and some fall apart. Write about an old friend you’ve
lost touch with and why it happened.
A few words can change a person’s perception of things. Write about a conversation you’ve
had that changed your life.
Discuss a productive business relationship where you’ve achieved something great while
working with your partner.
Dads can be the voice of reason and moral discipline. Talk about the way your father has
influenced you.
As people grow and move around, they change their circles of friends. Have you had this
experience? Talk about what it feels like to meet an entirely new group of people while
sharing experiences, making friends, and building relationships.

Moral & Ethical Dilemmas
Laws keep the world in order. Or do they? Students from all over the world discuss plenty of
challenging moral questions. The time comes when a person has to choose – do the legal thing or do
the right thing—according to their set of ethical standards. These points make morality an infinite
pool of inspiration for writing.







Talk about the time you’ve done something illegal, but you feel that it was the right thing to
do.
Talk about your observation of a cowardly act. Explain why you think it was cowardly and
share what you would have done instead.
Teachers, parents, police, and government – examine the morals they preach and whether or
not they can be wrong sometimes. Provide details for your act of rebellion against ‘the man
in charge.’
Talk about a time you had to do something that undermined your morality.
From a moral perspective, how do you think your government should deal with homeless
people?

Hobbies & Interests
Hobbies are the things that people enjoy doing most of all. Hobbies can end up sparking lifetime
interests or involvement in one’s community. Most people end up being happier when their hobbies
can be incorporated into their jobs. Additionally, people attract each other based on the things they
do and the places they go. Ask yourself “What do I enjoy doing?” Or “Why do I like this particular
type of music?”



Discuss the time you’ve abandoned your responsibilities to do something in favor of your
hobby.
Write about your talent and how you have developed it.
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Would you turn your hobby into a class taught in schools?
Tell us how your hobby or obsession managed to get you a job.
Hobbies are often looked over by parents. They want their kids to do well in school. How do
you think parents should act towards kids who care more about their hobbies than getting
good grades?

Moments of Inspiration
Ever had that moment that inspired you to do great things? As students, we often get inspired by the
most straightforward observations. Whatever your source of inspiration – whether it is a field trip, a
beautiful view, a film with a moving story, or a classic book like ‘Catcher in the Rye’ – you can always
turn it into a fascinating piece of writing.






Have you ever seen a movie that inspired you to go out and do great things?
Have you ever been inspired by a book character to behave a certain way? How do you
empathize with this character?
The most successful people have failed millions of times to reach success. Tell us about a
successful person that inspires you to keep trying.
Write about a time when something seemingly insignificant greatly inspired you (examples: a
close person, a heroic deed, an event, etc.)
Have you ever felt like you could do better? Remember the time you saw someone do
something, and it inspired you to do it better than them.

College Student Life
Going to college means getting catapulted into a new world enriched with new impressions – new
circles of people, a new system of education, student living conditions, and much more. All of the
craziest stories happen in college; whether you’re there to party or use textbooks for pillows, there's
plenty of narrative essay topics for college, and about college, that you can write about.







Tell us about the time it felt very unlikely that you would pass an exam, but you passed
anyway—and how you prepared for it.
College professors are open to discussions and reinterpretations. Describe the time you felt
like your professor was wrong.
Describe a lecture that has inspired you to get out there and do great things.
After a harsh transition from high school, there is always a moment when a student snaps
and suddenly realizes that they’re in college. Tell us about the moment that kick-started your
college life.
College can refer to partying, studying, or fulfilling your dream – which one do you feel most
fits your interpretation of it?

‘Imagine If’ Scenarios
Narrative essays usually require students to write about their lives. What are the exceptions?
Frequently, narratives get dramatized in favor of telling a great story, over blatantly stating facts.
‘Imagine If…” scenarios can be massively dramatized versions of reality, making them one of the
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most popular sub-genres in essay writing. Enter the realm of free-flowing imagination and see where
it takes you:






If you had your reality show, what would it be like?
If you could travel back in time, where would you go and why? Would you change the past?
If you had a superpower, which one would you choose and why? Would you use it for
personal gain or to help people?
What if you were a movie director with an unlimited budget? Tell us about the movie you’d
make!
If you were a best-selling musician and you had just come off of your most successful album
ever, what would you do next?

Places You Have Been
You should not necessarily discuss only places from your memories; it is also possible to describe
locations that you would like to visit and provide reasons for doing so. Some ideas may include:






Tales from history: the impression of a visit to the National Museum of U.S. History
The first time in your life you took a trip abroad. Describe your thoughts about that flight
The very first time you traveled to Paris—as compared to your last visit to the ‘City of Love’
Tasting your favorite dish in a cozy restaurant by the sea
Going to see one of your favorite rock bands in one of the best venues

Most Preferred Activities
This one is similar to your “hobbies”, yet slightly different. It is better to focus on what you do well
and share some useful recommendations instead of fake memories. Describing something you have a
passion for always adds a dynamic perspective.






If you were a scriptwriter for “Game of Thrones,” what would you change about the plot of
season three?
If there is a book that changed your opinion on a specific topic, would you recommend it to
others, and why?
Do you see any resemblance between your favorite Marvel and DC heroes?
If you were the head of a mobile app development company, which sort of game would you
release first?
Is there a music composition that always cheers you up in any situation?

Author’s Strong Sides or Expertise
If you believe you are an expert in a particular field, offer the reader some tips and tricks on how to
succeed in the same area. Recall personal experiences and factors that have helped you. It may look
like recommendations, but do not forget you are writing a narrative essay – involve more creativity
and descriptions.




The reasons people can cry on my shoulder and get cheered up immediately
Several reasons that make me the top specialists when it comes to social media marketing
The art of telling lies: how my creativity once saved the day
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Features that make me the best football player on my team
A paper for those who seek advice in cooking Japanese dishes

Good Narrative Essay Topics Without a Category
All of the previous narrative essay topics are tied to a particular genre or theme. Still, there are
plenty of good narrative essay topics you can pick from that are quite random, yet fun to write about.
Check out some additional topics for narrative essay assignments that we have thought up:











The first car you ever bought
Something that really ‘grinds your gears’
The worst day ever
Your guide to dancing at parties
The moment you realized that Google saves all of your data
Your guide to relieving stress
Your guide to reading books, listening to music, and watching movies
Things to do while waiting in line
If you had a billion dollars for one day
A dream that came true—by accident or through hard work

Fun Narrative Essay Topics for High School Students
This section is a pleasant bonus for our young readers! A good sense of humor is an excellent ace up
your sleeve in writing. You may be able to turn a serious situation into something fun and relaxing by
involving a relevant joke or anecdote. The rest of your essay will then feel more alive and exciting.
These ideas will help you get inspired:











A bad experience with girls or boys
The time you almost died doing something stupid
The time when your fun and naive high school persona got trapped in a harsh real-world
situation
The most significant experience in your digital life
The moment when math saved your life
If you starred in ‘My Sweet Sixteen’
If you starred in ‘Sixteen and Pregnant’
The most random way you’ve made a friend
The moment you realized that partying is destructive and decided to stop
Your first experience with alcohol, cigarettes, or drugs. What would you tell a person who
has never tried either?

Narrative Paper Topics about Personality
Each of us has their own personality. It is possible to express yourself in any light by choosing to write
a narrative paper about your strengths, weaknesses, characteristics, mood, etc. We have analyzed
some of the best topics for you.


How patient can you be when you have to wait for something that matters to you?
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How much self-control do you have?
Have you been a leader at least once in your life?
How would your life be different if you had lost your parents early in life?
Do you have a competitive spirit when it comes to playing various sports?
Do you take more risks when your best friends are around you?
List and discuss your personal superstitions
Talk about all of the pranks, jokes, anecdotes, and hoaxes you have fallen for
Discuss assumptions that people usually make about you
How much of a daredevil are you?

Gender & Sexuality
Any topic related to gender is a sensitive one. Writers should be careful not to tread on corn. A paper
about sex and gender should be objective and written in a neutral tone. Here we are with some
issues that you may find interesting to discuss:











Are there any boys in your company that regard women as “prey”?
Is there too much pressure on women to have ideal bodies?
The difference between male and female roles based on your family and parents
Effective preventive measures to deal with online adult content
The best way to learn about sex in school
The basic principles and purposes of the feminist movement
Is it acceptable to have gender and sexual education at school?
Why so many parents possess different hopes for their sons than they do for their daughters
The way sexuality is presented in the “Game of Thrones” book series
Did you have any negative experiences with gender bias in school?
Descriptive Essays

The descriptive essay is a genre of essay that asks the student to describe something—object, person,
place, experience, emotion, situation, etc. This genre encourages the student’s ability to create a
written account of a particular experience. What is more, this genre allows for a great deal of artistic
freedom (the goal of which is to paint an image that is vivid and moving in the mind of the reader).
Amazing Descriptive Essay Examples For Your Help











Descriptive Essay Examples
Descriptive Essay Example 5 Paragraph
Descriptive Essay Example About A Person
Descriptive Essay Example About A Place
Descriptive Essay Example for Grade 6
Descriptive Essay Example for Grade 7
Descriptive Essay Example for Grade 8
Descriptive Essay Example for Grade 10
Descriptive Essay Example for Grade 12
Descriptive Essay Example for University
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Short Descriptive Essay Example
Subjective Descriptive Essay Example
How to Write a Descriptive Essay
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